
Bangkok Produce Merchandising Public Company Limited  
 

Leadership for Performance Excellence 

  Bangkok Produce Merchandising Public Company Limited (BKP) is 1 of the 98 subsidiary companies of the Charoen 
Pokphand Foods Public Company Limited (CPF) which is 1 out of the CPG’s (CP-Group) 11 business clusters. BKP started 
its plant operation to produce “fresh chicken meat” in 1989 and later added  “frozen-cooked-chicken” plants for exports.  
Later in 1993, it was listed in as the public company in the stock market of Thailand where CPF has been holding 99.44% 
of its shares since 1998 up till present. 

 SLT (Senior Leader Team) strives to 
drive the sustainable growth with the BKP 
Leadership Model, to be part of the CPF’s 
effort in attaining the “Kitchen of The World” 
vision. The model received reviews at the 
annual SPP (Strategic Planning Process)  
to ensure that the P P M V V, CC (Core 
Competency), ST.OBJ (Strategic Objectives) 
are capable to correspond to the 7-6-8 
factors (7Advantages, 6Chal lenges, 
8Changes) and “current” with business 
needs and direction for the next 5 years.  
The success of BKP comes from the SLT’s 
consistent review and follow-up on these 
ST.OBJ and action plans KPIs by providing 

guidance and encouragement with 2-way communication to utilize KM-Focus as the key management tool in creating 
leap-frog innovation and performance excellence.  BKP can provide appropriate profit for its shareholders (CPF), and also 
sustain its business for decades to come. 
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 Strive to Produce Quality Products with Good Governance and  
 Environmental Friendly Process 

 BKP creates “The House of the White Ocean Strategy” in deploying ethics and good 
governance procedure from the CPG to CPF, and from CPF to BKP so that the business 
operation and management is transparent and capable to balance the needs of all 7 
stakeholders (Customer, CPF, Workforce, Government/Private sectors, Supplier, 
Community, and Competitor). Each workforce receives an Ethics Manual as well as a 
Safety Manual for personal practices in the production of fresh and cooked chicken 
products certified by the world standards GMP, HACCP, ISO 9001, ISO 14001. Besides, 
BKP complies with all customers’ regulations and laws of all countries such as, the 
British Retail Consortium, the Animal welfare (BKP is the first plant outside the EU to be 
certified), Marks & Spencer requirement on the utilization of using non-farming wood-
charcoal and wood-stick to produce its Grilled-Chicken-Stick products, etc.  BKP 
provides all workforce with the Safety-Health-Environment under the CPF-SHE-MS and 
OHSAS 18001. BKP is committed to conduct its successful overseas businesses on 
behalf of the Thai people. 

 Community’s Favorite Plants, Part of the Kitchen of the World with  
 Consumers’ Trust  

 With CPF-Way’s Core Value #6 “Dedicate to Countries”, BKP strives to blend its 
business to “be a part of the community” principle, and divides the society into 3 levels 
of activities: 

1. Within 3 Km. Radius Around the Plants : The EIA (Environmental Impact 
Assessment) ensures that BKP does not provide negative environmental impacts to the 
community.  After implementing the TQA Criteria since 2008, the previous effort just to 
comply with the environmental laws has been escalated to provide value-added for 
better living quality for the 3 km. radius community, i.e., our environmental engineers 
modify the water supply system for the villages with sustainable maintenance 
knowledge, our technicians develop a children playground with our neighbors. We help 
setting up the “Screened-Vegetable-Farming” project for better health for the community 
as well as the “School Kitchen” project to add adequate food and protein for students, 
“Gor Gai Gang Koi Color-Spilled Smiles” project creates art and imagination for kids to 
enjoy and have fun, etc.  

2. Districts in Saraburi Province and Others in Thailand : BKP expands its boundary of 
societal responsibility to the districts and provinces level in Thailand, i.e., BKP voluntary 
represents the poultry industry and the Saraburi Agriculture Sector to launch a 
campaign for the “Safety Poultry for Chinese New Year” every year. The “Thai Hearts to 
the South” and the “Good People Good Work” projects for the 3 southern provinces of 
Thailand with the Ministry of Interior and the Islamic Committee, deliver care and 
happiness to the people.  The “Enhance Public Vision for Food Safety with CPF” draws >
10,000 visitors/year to visit BKP’s food processing plants since 2006 until now. 

3. Global Society :  BKP conserves the world resources with our Co-Generation, Bio-
Diesel, and BOD-Online projects.  To correspond with the Global Warming issue, BKP 
and 2 other CPF’s companies, has imprinted the Carbon Footprint label on food 
packages. We are the first poultry corporate in the world who has put effort to reduce 
the CO2 emission to save this world.  
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Follow-Up System to Measure, Analyze, Learn and Improve for High Performance  

 BKP’s success comes from its systematically Follow-Up Model for high-performance operation. Past failures and 

successes knowledge in terms of the Fact/Flow/Case from the KM-Focus is being employed to help solving the present 

problems and scenarios.  Initially, QIT (Quality Improvement Team) who is the processes owner, constantly monitors the 

daily performance and then assesses the results into 4-color coding.  The QIT takes immediate learning & improvement 

actions for the yellow and the red results. However, they are responsible to bring the green to blue for 100% performance, 

or even “beyond the KPIs” according to the CEO’s “tomorrow is better” policy. After each performance improvement, the 

QIT records the latest failure & success KM for future references. This reflects the CPF-Way core values #5, the “Result 

Oriented” culture in accomplishing the action plans and strategic objectives. 

 BKP reviews the Process KPMs daily according to the Follow-Up Model to evaluate the Leading–Lagging KPIs 

accomplishment, as well as the Most-Important Goals of the Action Plans.  For instance, the LT (Leader Team) of the QIT-

SLH (Slaughter-House) evaluates the productivity-stock-sale of “fresh chicken” daily from the WinFood-Software. The QIT-

FPP (Further-Processing-Plant) evaluates similar performance from the SAP-ERP-Software which is linked to the raw 

materials software C1.  All learning and improvements are being executed under the Core Process: PDCA_BLKI 

(Benchmark, Learning-KM-Focus, Kaizen, and Innovation). LT reports weekly performance to SLT for necessary 

adjustments of the next week operation to ensure that all 22QIT are capable of accomplishing the annual TS (Target 

Setting). Every month, LT reports the 5M (Man/Machine/Material/Method/Money) balances, fruitful INNOVACO, the level of 

the 6-7-8 factors correspondence, etc.  In the Quarterly Meeting, SLT evaluates the overall performance, BCR (Business 

Continuity & Recovery), Blind Spots, and PSF5 (5Principle Success Factors) and reports to the Board for advice and 

directions that will “current” with the next 3 month operation.  
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Information Management System 

 BKP utilizes the IKMS (Information & Knowledge 
Management System) in managing important information 
technology comply with the international standard ISMS 
(ISO 27001) and provide accuracy, safety, and risks 
management according to ISO 17799, Thailand’s Royal 
Computer Law and Rights, etc. CPF-IT provides the 
Information-Security-Risk-Management plans, provides a 
Backup Site, and provides the world’s top 3 Firewall+TP 
software to prevent external hacking. BKP’s QIT-IT meets 
with CPF-IT twice a year to learn and improve the BIA 
(Business Impact Analysis) for future problems prevention. 
In addition, BKP-IT system is equipped with the RTO to 
retrieve the computer operating system (if crashed) within 4 
to 8 hours, and retrieve data within 8 hours.  Furthermore, 
CPF-IT has organized an integral system to cover Lotus 
Notes, human resource PeopleSoft, SAP & C1 raw material-
production-stock planning and control, local sales 
WindFood and foreign sales iSolution/ITS all together in one 
holistic system. This contributes to the integration of all 
CPF’s operating plants and therefore, BKP can be crossed-
checked with others. The integrated IT systems increase 
effectiveness and reduce costs in the Value-Chain starting 
from the animal feed upstream business (Feed), to the 
animal farm midstream (Farm), and all the way to the 
downstream food production at BKP (Food). In addition, 
BKP sets up Six-Sigma Black Belt Team who can detect 

production variations, then solve the variance to minimize 
losses. Moreover, the innovation of “Traceability On-Line” 
can solve customers’ complaints promptly. BKP also 
capitalizes the Information Technology System to increase 

customers’ trust, and increase its business competitiveness.  
 

   Performance Portfolio 

 First, BKP balances all stakeholders’ requirements  
by following the defined key performance indicators  
(KPI). Then put them together to balance all 5-Strategic-
Balanced-Scorecard: Finance (PGECHS_Scorecard), 
Customer (C_Scorecard), Effectiveness (P_Scorecard), 
Workforce (CCS_Scorecard), and Sustainability (ST_ 
Scorecard). Strength and Opportunity for Improvement can 
be trapped as the EIFLE (Early Indicator for Loosing 
Effectiveness) so that adjustment can be made to 
accomplish all KPIs, as well as the Most-Important-Goals. 
This Performance Portfolio is a main agenda in the Monthly 
Meeting and also being reviewed in the annual SPP 
(Strategic Planning Process) to adjust the 5-Year business 
plan according to the changes of internal and external 
factors. Consequently, BKP fulfills its mission and will attain 
its 5-year vision successfully. 

PGECHS_Scorecard : Sales-Profit-Governance 

C_Scorecard : 0 Error-Services-Engagement 

P_Scorecard : SIPOC Work Systems & Innovaco 

CCS_Scorecard : Human Capability-Career Progress & 
Workforce Engagement 

ST_Scorecard : Balance 7  
Stakeholders’ Need and Sustain the Organization 
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